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it's said that no two steinways are alike, and the fact that these two pianos
were manufactured thousands of miles apart might suggest their tone

would be radically different. in fact, they are more similar than you might
expect, partly due to them having been recorded in the same hall by the

same producer. the american concert d made in steinway's new york
factory has a brighter, more open tone at lower dynamic levels; an identical
quiet passage played on the hamburg-made german grand sounded warmer
and more enveloping very nice for intimate jazz or solo work. sounds great,
except for a small problem: steinway was relying on its american factory to

make a hand-polished piano, and it didn't have the parts. the result? it
simply sounds great. the pleasant deeper sonorities of the american are
back; more recent models of the grand are more reserved, with greater
resonance in the bass register, and a slightly cleaner, more balanced

timbre. one of the things i love about the new ivory iis is that you can play
very quiet passages, and really hear the depth of the piano, but still have

dynamic control over the overall volume. since these pianos were produced
on the exact same piano there are a few small production differences in the
hammers and other components, which give each piano its own character.
i'd encourage you to pull out the ipod, hit the headphone port, and start to

explore and play. to get the most of your ivory ii purchase, you need to
listen as much as possible. at first, i found it a bit strange that the ivory ii

piano sounded so good using a somewhat awkward touch method
(synchronizing the touch with the music), but after a while i found the better
feel, and the results were impressive. anyway, if you enjoyed this synthogy

ivory grand pianos ii kontakt.torrent please consider telling your friends
about it and add a link to this torrent. also, share this info with your favorite
torrent sites. but, be careful to avoid copyright infringement of these kind of
files. i am just providing links from where you can download these torrents

and can't be held responsible for any copyright infringement.
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synthogy's ivory grand pianos ii are the culmination of more than a decade
of work. ivory grand pianos are available for purchase in the itunes app

store. the sample libraries are also available for free download from:
synthogy was founded in 2002 by george taylor, a synths expert who has
always wanted to create new ways to play his favorite instruments. using

george's idea of “sympathetic resonance”, we have developed the ultimate
simulation of a real piano. we've been in development on this idea for the
last decade and have finally brought it to market in ivory grand pianos ii.

however, notes which are harmonically connected excite the complex
overtones of the notes being played, much like unamplified strings sound in

an authentic acoustic piano. every ivory piano is further refined and
improved, with the ability to increase the velocity level, as well as soft pedal

samples, as well as additional releases samples. synthogys long-standing
expertise in the field of piano development, together with its proprietary

timbre interpolation technology combine to offer higher fidelity,
unparalleled performance, and an experience thats unrivaled. im a

professional piano player and perform for a living, i own and tried various
pianos that are virtual, addictive keys like the alicia keyboard, the grand

and garritan cfx, ez keys, ew pianos. i was unable to understand why they
were bad initially but i soon realized that the piano was lacking

microphones, its impossible to combine different mics in order to create
space, and despite all other controls, its useless in trying to create a piano

sound that is real or lively, or even different. 5ec8ef588b
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